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About Flint Culture 

We are an award-winning agency specialising in 
strategic consultancy, brand development, digital 
solutions, content creation and communications 
in the areas of arts, culture and luxury.

By helping our clients to articulate their story and 
engage audiences, we build influence and realise 
business objectives and ambitions.

We work with organisations, governments, 
institutions and brands worldwide through offices 
in London, Dubai, Istanbul and Delhi supported by 
an international network of associates.

We offer specialist expertise, global best 
practices, regional insights and a belief in the 
value of culture.

Key opinion leader guestlist management for opening of Palimpsest of Time, Arts AlUla, 



Social media management
Development of social media strategy, 
editorial planning and content creation  

Influencer strategy and facilitation
Strategy development and influencer 
engagement, management and 
programming

Photography and videography
Conceptualisation, storyboarding and 
production, inc. post-production

Custom AI and AR filter development
Ideation and creation of interactive 
filters for social media

Social media and display advertising
Delivery of  advertising briefs, inc. 
media planning, buying and activation

Email marketing
Creation & management of paid and 
organic email marketing campaigns, 
inc. newsletters, & in-email marketing

Creative direction
Creative consultancy and 
management 

 

 

Flint Culture’s award-winning digital expertise can provide an in-depth competitor analysis, 
benchmarking and tactical approach in order to position your organisation among the leading players in 
the field. Our projects include:

Website development
Execution of digital audits, 
benchmarking and site development

About Flint Culture 



Our services

Digital channels are an integral part of 
any successful business model; 
technology is not a choice, but a 
fundamental business strategy 
approach that must be interwoven 
into every part of an organisation. 

Discover Flint Culture’s digital service 
offering on the following slides.

International press trip to prize giving ceremony for th Sheikh Zayed Book Award event at Louvre Abu Dhabi,  of behalf of DCT Abu Dhabi.



Digital consultancy

Flint Culture provides expert advisory for all 
aspects of digital, from long-term strategic 
content planning to short term, conversion 
based campaigns. Our international team of 
specialists provide services such as: 

• copy checking
• creation and approval of content
• digital crisis communications
• reviews of digital marketing materials
• audits of social media channels & websites.

We can help to establish and maintain clients’ 
digital voices online, creating consistent and 
coherent communication between client & 
audience.

Flint Culture also creates digital marketing 
materials for launches and special activations: 
Live Takeovers, metaverse experiences and 
mixed-media content such as Instagram filters.

Augustine Paredes installation at AlUla Artist residency, 2023



Content production

Drawing on over a decade of experience in film 
production, both commercially and creatively, 
Flint Culture provides high specification 
production services, through our global network 
of talent. 

With our award winning roster of videographers, 
photographers, directors and creatives we are 
confident in delivering diverse content requests 
in a coherent and efficient manner.

• Campaign production 
– Pre-production (storyboarding, script 

writing, treatments)
– Post-production (editing, grading, audio)

• Image direction
• Documentary production
• Social media content
• Event coverage
• Photography and film production

FAME: Andy Warhol in AlUla workshop with Hassan Hajjaj, 



Digital display ads: Google Display Network and programmatic advertising

Flint Culture offers a data-backed approach to 
digital design and advertising. Responding to the 
respective client’s existing audience and client 
demographic we create tailored content and ad 
copy which is further improved by A/B testing 
and enhanced insights.

Having designed adverts for a diverse range of 
clients and publications we produce engaging 
animations and GIFs to increase the overall 
reach of your digital advertising.

Through the use of targeted media booking and 
programmatic advertising we help clients build 
awareness and drive consideration, often with 
the ability to optimise assets and messaging 
throughout campaigns.

Digital advertising for Wallace Chan, 



Paid promotion management - social media

Digital advertising is an essential addition to 
social media strategies which can be utilised as  
an effective tool for cutting through and rapidly 
growing follower base and impressions by 
reaching only the relevant audience members. 

Flint Culture are experts in audience targeting, 
our paid campaigns utilise an extensive rage of 
available tools incl. geographical, demographic 
and affinity targeting, collaborative posts, paid 
influencer promotions, website visitors 
retargeting and more.

• Set-up of Meta/LinkedIn Pixel Tracking for 
your website

• Audience building
• Paid social content creation and optimisation
• A/B ad testing
• Campaign launch and management
• Weekly maintenance and improvements
• Full reporting

Social media advertising campaign for The Goldsmiths’ Fair 



Search advertising

Flint Culture provides support in running 
successful search campaigns across Google 
and Bing, helping cultural organisations reach 
their targeted audience precisely when they 
are searching for relevant products or services.

Through strategic audience targeting, A/B 
testing and optimised bidding, we can help 
position your brand on top of the Google 
Search results and deliver high-value clicks, 
ensuring that your ad spend is used to its 
maximum potential.

● Audience building
● Keyword and budget planning for always-on 

and/or one-off search campaigns
● Campaign management
● Campaign reporting

Examples of paid search advertising



Email marketing

By utilising advanced email marketing tools, Flint 
Culture will help you build and tailor email 
campaigns that are delivered directly to the 
inboxes of users within your database. 

We apply data and segmentation techniques to 
personalise campaigns for each user, ensuring 
that they are relevant and contribute to driving 
brand awareness, website traffic and 
consideration.

Our email marketing support ranges from 
one-off campaigns to developing and delivering 
a series of regular newsletters covering a wide 
range of topics - from editorial features to 
promotional content. 

Additional email marketing services provided by 
Flint Culture can include assistance with 
securing newsletter features and placements in 
mailing lists from industry partners and 
publications.

E-marketing advertising insert for FAME: Andy Warhol in AlUla, 



Digital advancements

As the digital world rapidly advances we are open 
to working on innovative and pioneering ideas, 
whether that be hosting metaverse talks and 
events or globalised VR experiences.

Our digital team work closely with a diverse range 
of creatives at the forefront of the digital world, 
able to offer a wide scope of work including:

• Metaverse based events
• VR & AR experiences
• AR design
• Avatars
• Minting and production of NFTs
• Social media filters

Promotional designs for Self Coloured by Callum Toy, exhibited in London, 



Deliverables

In addition to the outlined digital services, Flint 
Culture can provide research and overarching 
strategic guidance which clients can implement 
independently, or commission us to deliver. 

Digital benchmarking report 
An extensive report into relevant competitors, 
including analysis of their websites, digital 
channels, initiatives, market placement, partners, 
SWOT analysis and insights from which you can 
base your future strategies.

Social media strategy
Drawing on the available data and benchmarking 
report, Flint Culture can provide a social media 
strategy outlining an overall campaign structure, 
content calendar, design formatting and a 
starting point for influencer engagement.

Promotional photography for City Lights, part of City of London’s Lets Do London campaign, 



Our digital team

Content creation for the opening of FAME: Andy Warhol in AlUla, KSA, 

We are a company of over
 members of staff with four 

international offices. Your dedicated 
team has been chosen according to 
their specialist expertise but will draw 
on the company’s collective 
experience whenever needed.



We are a company of over
 members of staff with four 

international offices. Your dedicated 
team has been chosen according to 
their specialist expertise but will draw 
on the company’s collective 
experience whenever needed.

Kerr McIlwraith
Digital Director

Kerr McIlwraith joined Flint in  after 
consulting on several contemporary art and 
heritage projects. He has worked with a 
variety of clients internationally offering 
bespoke brand advisory and design 
consultancy with a focus on digital and 
contemporary promotional techniques.

After graduating in  Kerr went on to 
consult for a range of the U.K’s leading art 
institutions, galleries, dealers and 
organisations including SOAS, British Fashion 
Council, Asian Art in London, British Museum 
and Eskenazi Ltd, as well as working 
internationally in Sweden and the South East 
Asian markets.

Kerr McIlwraith manages projects, produces 
assets and develops websites on behalf of 
Flint Culture’s clients. 

Desislava Todorova
Senior Digital Account Manager

Desislava’s experience spans across both 
public and private sector communications, 
including inter-governmental the (European 
Parliament  and the European Commission) 
and institutional (Bulgarian Cultural Institute in 
London, part of the Embassy of Republic of 
Bulgaria in London) . 

She specialises in digital strategy creation and 
implementation, audience and stakeholder 
engagement and digital channels 
management. She has worked on a vast array 
of projects in the UK, the EU and China, 
including lifestyle, art, luxury and fashion. 

In addition, she is fluent in French and Russian 
and has MA degrees in Fashion 
Communication at Central Saint Martins and 
in International Relations.

Your designated team

Leigh Mac Laughlin
Digital Account Manager

Leigh Mac Laughlin is one of Flint Culture’s 
Digital Account Managers, with experience 
working across the public and private arts 
sectors. Prior to joining Flint Culture in , 
she worked with the pioneering team at 
Studio Wayne McGregor on strategic projects, 
leading on international, digital-based 
initiatives in partnership with Bloomberg 
Philanthropies, Niantic Labs and Digital 
Catapult.

She formerly specialised in new business and 
partnership development, working with the 
Royal Academy of Arts and Tate to develop, 
implement and grow investment strategies 
across private philanthropy, trust and 
foundation, statutory and corporate income 
streams.



We are a company of over
 members of staff with four 

international offices. Your dedicated 
team has been chosen according to 
their specialist expertise but will draw 
on the company’s collective 
experience whenever needed.

Nina Cieminska
Digital Account Manager

Driven by data and insights, Nina holds almost 
a decade of experience in developing and 
delivering digital marketing campaigns for 
cultural brands and organisations. She 
specialises in paid media strategy and 
activation across a wide range of channels 
including social media, display and search.  

Over the years, Nina has worked in the digital 
sphere within cultural and technology sectors, 
delivering impactful campaigns through the 
use of social media, influencer collaborations, 
email marketing, and strategic partnerships. 
Her expertise in lead generation has helped 
clients such as Meta and eBay achieve their 
business objectives and streamline their 
online approach.

Anushé Samee
Social Media Coordinator

Anushé’s experience, whether in academic 
study or professionally, continually centres 
around culture in the Arab world. She 
currently works across multiple arts and 
heritage projects for the Royal Commission for 
AlUla as well as for the Department of Culture 
and Tourism of Abu Dhabi.

She specialises in planning, creating, and 
implementing digital content for web and 
social media, as well as online community 
management both as a creator herself and for 
clients. In addition, she has experience with 
SEO tools, influencer marketing, and 
collaboration with content creators.

Anushé is proficient in Arabic and Urdu, and 
holds an MA Honours degree in Arabic and 
Comparative Literature from the University of 
St Andrews.

Your designated team

Charlotte Style
Social Media Coordinator

Based in Dubai, Charlotte primarily works 
on Royal Commission for AlUla projects, 
creating assets for a variety of campaigns 
using the Adobe Suite. As well as this her 
areas of focus include copywriting, video 
editing and planning content for various 
social media channels. 

Prior to joining Flint Culture in , 
Charlotte graduated from Loughborough 
University with a BA Hons in Textiles: 
Innovation and Design. She is also a visual 
artist who specialises in painting and 
multimedia artwork, skills from which she 
transfers into content creation.



Case studies



“Flint Culture tackled our complex brief 
with enthusiasm, passion and 
commitment. As well as providing sound 
advice, they get fantastic results and 
fitted in seamlessly our team. 
I enjoyed every minute of working with 
Flint Culture and wouldn’t hesitate to 
recommend them.”

Paul Childs, Communications Manager, 
CreativeXR for Digital Catapult 

“Flint Culture worked with agility on a 
complicated digital product launch with 
complete focus on the results we 
wanted – which they delivered and 
more.”

Luthfa Begum, Senior Brand Manager, 
Time Out

“For several years Kerr has 
successfully looked after our entire 
digital output … A highlight of our work 
together has been the design, 
development and production of our 
vast website, showcasing over 500 
works of art from our collection.”

Kamal Bakhshi, Director, 
Kamal Bakhshi Modern Asian Art

“Flint were able to implement and 
execute a brilliantly creative campaign 
which not only introduced us to a 
whole new demographic but also 
secured an impressive level of 
coverage across a wide spectrum.”

Ivo Dawnay, Communications 
Director, The National Trust

Client testimonials

“Upon entrusting the digital promotion for 
one of our most prestigious literary brands 
to Flint Culture, I was instantly impressed. 
Not only did we see an incredible uplift in 
sales of 7000%, all the activity carried out 
was done so with passion, enthusiasm & 
professionalism.”

Annalisa Woods, Marketing Executive 
and Brand Manager, HarperCollins

“The Flint team enthusiastically & 
creatively embraced the new vision and 
potential of the Museum of the Home. The 
team is committed, hardworking and easy 
to work with – and became a much valued 
extension of the Museum team. I 
absolutely recommend them.”

Emma Dixon, Head of Communications, 
Museum of the Home



Christie’s Venice Biennale 
App

© Soho Stories, Courtesy of National TrustChristie’s Biennale App (detail), Courtesy of Christie’s

 million
Combined audience reach of media 
campaign

st
Sunday Times Arts & Museums Cultural App 
of the Year 

> ,
App downloads in one week

National newspaper features covering launch



Flint Culture was commissioned by Christie’s auction house to develop a 
branded app for the th Venice Art Biennale. 

Working closely with digital agency M&C Saatchi mobile, we delivered a 
product that became an integral feature of the  Biennale experience, 
providing a powerful audience engagement channel for the client.

We secured press coverage across a broad media spectrum from Vogue Italia 
to the LA Times. The app launch campaign was also supported by a digital 
marketing campaign.

With over ,  people visiting the Biennale, the app provided an effective 
platform for the client to raise the profile of their brand. The app was chosen 
by The Sunday Times as their No.  Arts and Museums Cultural App of the 
Year.

Christie’s Venice Biennale 
App

 million
Combined audience reach of media 
campaign

st
Sunday Times Arts & Museums Cultural App 
of the Year 

> ,
App downloads in one week

National newspaper features covering launch

iPhone owners heading to the Venice 
Biennale art event will find Christie's 
new app an essential download”
Stuart Dredge, Technology Writer, The Guardian

“



© Shoayb Khattab

Jane Gemayel at 
Monaco Pavillion
Expo Dubai 

,
Unique digital impressions (Instagram)

 
High profile pieces of media coverage 
generated in a one week period

m+
Opportunities to view



For Jane Gemayel’s debut exhibition in Dubai, Flint Culture worked in 
collaboration with Monaco Pavillion and Grimaldi Forum to create an engaging 
showcase of the artist’s work as part of Expo Dubai . 

Our international teams worked collaboratively to gain the widest and most 
valuable press coverage. Additionally, we created the entire digital presence 
for the client: website, social media accounts and a media bank of content.

Additionally we produced a stunning short film exploring the artist’s creative 
process, and overview of the exhibition.

With the amazing professionalism and dedication of Flint 
Culture and the team I was able to meet personalities of the 
cultural world, the collectors of art and the gallerists

I offer my heartfelt thanks to Wol Balston, Laetitia Tregoning 
and Kerr McIlwraith for their accompaniment and their 
expertise.

Jane Gemayel, Artist. 

“
,

Unique digital impressions (Instagram)

 
High profile pieces of media coverage 
generated in a one week period

m+
Opportunities to view

Jane Gemayel at 
Monaco Pavillion
Expo Dubai 



CreativeXR

Story Portals Presents: The Vega Hotel by YonderBeyond, part of CreativeXR 

 million
Total reach of coverage

Items of coverage

%
Of articles credit programme

Appearances secured at industry 
conferences



In , Flint Culture were engaged to promote CreativeXR, an acceleration 
programme which supports the creation of cultural experiences using 
immersive technology.  We worked closely with Digital Catapult and Arts 
Council England to showcase the importance of investing in creatives 
pioneering new forms of storytelling.

Capitalising on the interest in at-home culture brought on by the pandemic, 
we secured a feature in The Guardian and interview with BBC World Service 
profiling two of the programme’s teams. A key part of the brief was to 
encourage journalists to try immersive experiences for themselves, resulting 
in a feature on creatives of colour for Business Insider and a segment on Click, 
the BBC's flagship technology programme. 

To broaden industry awareness of CreativeXR, we also secured profile 
interviews with We are Tech Women and Tech Round UK and an appearances 
at the Creative Coalition conference. 

 

CreativeXR

Flint tackled our complex brief with 
enthusiasm, passion and commitment. 
As well as providing sound advice, they 
get fantastic results.”
Paul Childs, Strategic Communications Manager at Digital Catapult

“
 million

Total reach of coverage

Items of coverage

%
Of articles credit programme

Appearances secured at industry 
conferences



Goldsmiths’ Fair

Shimmel and Madden, exhibitors at Goldsmiths’ Fair . Photo - Paul Read

> . million
Impressions for online adverts

> ,
Views of Fair video on Youtube

,
Users on Fair website

Enquiries to exhibitors via the website



Flint Culture managed the creation of 
Augmented Reality filters allowing the public to 
virtually ‘try on’ brooches from The 
Goldsmiths’ Company collection. Over ,  
images and videos were made of people using 
the filters, engaging a significantly younger 
audience. These combined with expandable 
format adverts also drove an entirely new 
audience to the Fair’s Instagram page via the 
Discovery feed.

The campaign used high-quality video 
collateral to drive brand awareness and 
interest in the event. The video for the Fair was 
viewed over ,  times on Youtube, with 
shorter clips of exhibitors across Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter seen over ,  times. 

In , Flint Culture supported the launch of 
the first digital edition of Goldsmiths’ Fair in its 

-year history. A full-service digital marketing 
campaign including display, search and social 
media advertising was used to promote a new 
online platform showcasing the best fine 
jewellers and silversmiths in the country.

The campaign reached a truly global audience, 
with careful targeting ensuring exposure in key 
international markets including the US, UAE and 
Hong Kong. As well as driving web traffic and 
registrations to the event, the campaign 
provided exposure for the talks programme, 
with % of the ,  sign-ups coming from 
Facebook advertising.  

“Right from the beginning we felt that Flint 
Culture understood our needs as well as our 
key stakeholders. The team offered constant 
support and insights, leading our project on to 
great success.”
Harriet Scott, Head of Events, The Goldsmiths’ Company

“

Goldsmiths’ Fair



LaCollection

Gladiators arrive in Londinium ahead of the Gladiator Games hosted by City of London Corporation © Clive Totman

Under the Wave off Kanagawa ('The Great Wave'), from the series Thirty-six Views of Mt. Fuji, 1831, © 2021, The Trustees of the British Museum
Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)

< .  billion
Opportunities to View 

International Museum Partners 

Items of press coverage



Since October , we have supported LaCollection on international PR to 
launch and position the start-up as a leading NFT and technology platform 
working with the world’s best museums and leading artists.  We have 
delivered cultural consultancy to support retained partnerships with the 
British Museum, The Leopold Museum and the MFA Boston.

The international campaign has delivered coverage across all major art 
markets with features in the Financial Times, Life & Arts, the New York Times, 
The New Yorker and The Guardian alongside broad lifestyle, technology and 
NFT media coverage.

LaCollection

“The British Museum has paired up 
with LaCollection, a French start-up 
that provides a platform for people to 
buy NFTs of artworks from museums 
and institutional collections.”
Tom Knowles, The Times

“< .  billion
Opportunities to View 

International Museum Partners 

Items of press coverage



© Callum Toy

Wallace Chan

, ,
Total reach of Flint coverage for the TOTEM 
exhibition in Venice in 

 

members of press attended the Venice press 
trip for TOTEM

+ 
Guests attended the opening previews of the 
TOTEM  exhibition 



As part of our ongoing work with artist Wallace Chan, we have produced an 
assortment of content; from documentary films, to drone footage and stills.

Most recently we worked with award winning director Van Khokhlov on the 
production of two short films shot in Venice as part of the th International 
Biennale, capturing Wallace Chan’s sculpture exhibition, TOTEM.

“We appointed Flint to lead on our marketing for our recent 
Winter Lights and Spring into London seasonal programmes for 
the Mayor of London’s ‘Let’s Do London’ campaign to encourage 
Londoners and visitors back into central London. Flint provided 
invaluable strategic insights and creative solutions, fast and 
effective delivery of marketing assets and, they expertly handled 
pretty much everything we threw at them. They are also a 
pleasure to work with and regularly went above and beyond what 
we asked of them.”

Cherry Tao, Communications Director, Wallace Chan International Ltd.

“
, ,

Total reach of Flint coverage for the TOTEM 
exhibition in Venice in 

 

members of press attended the Venice press 
trip for TOTEM

+ 
Guests attended the opening previews of the 
TOTEM  exhibition 

Wallace Chan



© Kamal Bakhshi Modern Asian Art
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Kamal Bakhshi Modern 
Asian Art
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Generated in direct online sales since 

 
Successful paid online campaigns

%
Increase in digital reach vs previous year

Kamal Bakhshi Modern 
Asian Art

For several years we have provided broad digital services and content 
production for the London based print dealer, focussing on sales, exhibitions, 
artwork highlights and fair participation. 

In addition to building Kamal Bakhshi Modern Asian Art’s website and social 
channels, our ongoing work covers production of all design assets both 
physical and digital, as well as curation of Fair stands, standalone exhibitions 
and general art advisory.

Throughout the lockdown we utilised all contemporary outlets such as VR, 
virtual galleries and digital art fairs.

For several years Kerr has been successfully looking after our 
entire digital output: from producing videos, to managing our 
presence on third party platforms. His eagerness for diverse 
projects and enthusiastic approach is a pleasure to work with. A 
highlight of our work together has been the design, development 
and production of our vast website, showcasing over 500 works 
of art from our collection.”

Kamal Bakhshi, Director, Kamal Bakhshi Modern Asian Art

“



Filming L Arlésienne,  EOS Van Gogh Japan © EXHIBITION ON SCREEN

The Infinite Mix at the 
Hayward Gallery

 million
Combined audience reach

,
Instagram users engaged

Journalists accredited for press preview

Cyprien Gaillard, Nightlife, . Installation view The Infinite Mix_ Contemporary Sound and Image, Off-site Hayward Gallery exhibition at The Store,  The Strand, London



“This incendiary mix of sound and 
vision is contender for show of the 
year” 
Evening Standard

In , whilst the Hayward Gallery was closed for refurbishment, Flint was 
briefed by the Vinyl Factory to promote a major exhibition of Video Art. The 
exhibition premiered immersive audiovisual installations by leading 
international artists including Martin Creed (UK); Jeremy Deller (UK), Cecilia 
Bengolea (Argentina), Stan Douglas (Canada), Dominique Gonzalez -Foerster 
(France), Cameron Jamie (USA), Kahlil Joseph (USA) and Rachel Rose (USA). 

Flint co-directed a campaign to launch the exhibition, securing widespread 
critical acclaim across national and international media, with four and five star 
reviews appearing in the Evening Standard, Time Out, the Sunday Telegraph 
and the Guardian. A dedicated hour long feature special on The Infinite Mix 
was aired on Monocle’s ‘Culture Show’ and BBC  Music, and  specialist 
Arts, Culture and Lifestyle journalists we secured for the Press Preview.

We coordinated an Instagrammers #Empty event and secured a combined 
reach of an additional ,  critically engaged Instagram users through 
the social network. 

The Infinite Mix at the 
Hayward Gallery

 million
Combined audience reach

,
Instagram users engaged

Journalists accredited for press preview



© Callum Toy
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Asian Art in London



For almost a decade we have provided globally recognised arts organisation, 
Asian Art in London, with extensive digital marketing services. Over the years 
this has incorporated the design and creation of a membership based 
website platform, key social media accounts, digital advertising and design, as 
well as more contemporary techniques such as Virtual Reality gallery tours, 
live Q&A sessions and augmented reality experiences.

For the past  years we have created high specification artwork videos for the 
organisations annual art awards. 

Kerr has worked with us for 5 years. Throughout, his energy, 
ability and proactive approach has been invaluable to us. As an 
organisation focused on the promotion of London as an 
international centre for expertise and trade in the arts of Asia, 
the past 2 years of Covid have presented particular challenges. 
Kerr completely redesigned our digital presence - social media 
and website - and continues to be a key part of our team as we 
build events for our 25th Anniversary. He is a pleasure to work 
with.”

Simon Pilling, Board Member, Asian Art in London

“
, +
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Asian Art in London
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